
designing 

corporate
           culture

Culture means a lot of things in the corporate 
world. It drives productivity, safety, and customer 
service. Yet, how do you make people enjoy their jobs?

The seven stages of the design process.
Remember, stages may occur simultaneously!

INNOVATION FROM WITHIN

Designers often aim their actions towards consumer needs, us-
ing tools and processes that allow for practical and sustainable 
solutions. This human-centered approach may yield highly 
profitable results for companies who have a receptive culture. 
Yet, key in design management is the conceptual integration 
of all aspects of the corporation into a synergetic and single-
minded culture; innovation can be exploited not only from ex-
ternal sources but also through people within the organization.

ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE

The chart to the right illustrates three considerations used to 
identify opportunities to improve existing business or, in other 
words, the “how” and “why” behind the development of any 
product or service. Designing business processes that foster 
innovation and sustainable growth, as dean Roger Martin of 
Rotman School of Management highlights, requires a balance 
between desirability (what humans need), technical feasibility 
and economic or organizational viability. 

Whereas some designers might tend to focus only on the 
desirability of the product or service, design-thinkers must ac-
knowledge the importance of organizational knowledge, i.e. a 
functional framework enabling companies to connect different 
sources or types of information and create a meaningful and 
useful understanding of a given reality in order to make deci-
sions. The importance of embedding this knowledge surpasses 

the use of documents and should be entrenched in routines, 
processes, practices and norms. Including the element of design 
into organizational knowledge will allow the company to achieve 
forward-looking results, moulding a set of assumptions concern-
ing what its objectives are, how it defines and measures results, 
who its suppliers and competitors are, who its customers are and 
what they value. 

Roger Martin’s map of integrative thinking, a tool 
that exploits opposing ideas and opposing con-
straints to create new solutions. 



The overhead compart-
ment redesigned! West-
Jet offered “sleeper 
cabins” as an April fools 
joke. The carrier went 
so far as to issue a for-
mal press release. 

 
DT TOOL CHECKLIST
  •  Organizational Culture
  •  Design Management
  •  User-centred Design
  •  Collaborative product development

WESTJET - REDEFINING CORPORATE CULTURE

Just because you pay less for your flight, does not mean you 
should get less. WestJet was founded under this philosophy 
and their organizational knowledge is shaped to embed it into 
all spheres of the company. In a world where quality plays an 
increasing role in consumer preference, ordinarily as a reflec-
tion of price, WestJet approached their strategy by emphasizing 
the quality of their employees and, thus, the level of customer 
care received both on and off the flight. How is WestJet able to 
maintain a high quality, low price revenue model? 

Corporate Fit: The recruitment process for potential WestJet-
ters is very different to that of other airlines. Humour, enthu-
siasm and cheerfulness are commonly exercised in day-to-day 
activities and the company exposes flight attendants and pilots 
to personality tests, such as the Big Five. In this personality 
test, individuals are evaluated on extraversion, agreeableness, 
openness to experience, neuroticism, and conscientiousness. 

Imprinting Process: All front-line new hires are exposed to an ori-
entation process, where they are trained and developed to quickly 
nurture a fun-loving corporate identity. Westjetters are trained 
to entertain large groups of people and to keep passengers happy 
while taking the job seriously. Safety also plays an important role in 
orientation. 

Owners Care: WestJet empowers their employees by providing an 
incentive mechanism based on stock options and profit-sharing 
programs. This method of ownership pushes WestJeters to work 
harder, as they have a direct stake in the company. Additionally, 
the “shared” component of the incentive program often causes 
employees to depart from their official duties; nobody wins unless 
everybody wins. 

In an industry dominated by schedules, maintenance, load factors 
and other systematic details, WestJet has managed to design a prof-
itable business for itself by concentrating on a long-neglected area 
in the airline industry: the employee.  

  “...innovation can be 
exploited not only from 

external sources but also 
through people within 

the organization”


